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Abstract—While the performance of smartphones becomes much
higher, the application processor consumes considerable power. Thus,
it is hard to meet thermal constraints by using conventional cooling
techniques. Fortunately, since heat pipes can efficiently transfer the
thermal energy from hot regions to cool regions, temperatures in hot
regions can be reduced greatly. Hence, in the past three years, the heat
pipe cooling techniques have been applied to smartphones by industries.
However, although the time-consuming commercial simulation tools, such
as ANSYS Fluent, can provide accurate thermal maps, they may lead
to inefficiency during design stages. Besides, the compact thermal model
for bended heat pipes is still underdeveloped. Therefore, efficient thermal
simulation for smartphones with bended heat pipes should be developed
for the design stage. Furthermore, the routing of bended heat pipe should
be optimized to obtain more thermal energy transfer.

This work presents a compact thermal model for bended heat pipes
and an efficient thermal simulator for smartphones. Moreover, with
inconsistent maze routing and dynamic thermal weight assignment, a
thermal-driven routing algorithm is proposed for optimizing the design of
bended heat pipe. Compared with ANSYS Fluent, the thermal simulation
with bended heat pipe thermal model can achieve at least three orders of
magnitude speedup with only 3.58% maximum error for all chips. The
proposed heat pipe routing algorithm can reduce at least 10.86% of the
maximum temperatures for application processors.

I. Introduction

Smartphone is one of the primary consumer electronic products

because of its convenience and user-friendly interface. While smart-

phones become more and more powerful, the power consumption

of application processors (APs) increases dramatically, and their

performance is often limited by thermal constraints.

Generally, the heat of a handheld device is dissipated by a passive

cooling system. The external heat flow is mainly dissipated by

two heat transfer modes, free convection and thermal radiation,

and, generally, different equivalent heat transfer coefficients (HTCs)

on its boundaries are used to approximate these two heat transfer

modes without losing accuracy. The internal heat transfer mechanism

is constructed by many blocks having different equivalent thermal

conductances. Although the capability of passive cooling system

for heat removal is usually insufficient, unfortunately, active cooling

techniques that have strong abilities to dissipate heat are not suitable

for handheld devices because of the small form factor. Therefore,

thermal behaviors of handheld devices should be well considered

during design stages.

Heat pipe is a passive heat transfer device, which has high effective

thermal conductivity, and, hence, can transfer heat effectively [1]. The

compositions of heat pipe are metal, vapor, and wick structure. Metal

is in the outermost part of pipe. Vapor (usually water vapor) is in the

innermost part of pipe. Between above two parts, the middle part of

heat pipe is composed by wick structure which uses capillaries to

transfer liquid. The basic idea of heat pipes is to utilize evaporative

cooling and a tiny amount of fluid, typically water, to offer superior

cooling performance. This tiny amount of fluid is sealed within a

pipe under lower pressure, and part of the pipe is positioned over

the components that need to be cooled, called the evaporator region.

While the temperature of the evaporator region rises, the liquid

vaporizes. Since the vapor cannot escape from the heat pipe, it travels

to its cool side (condenser region) as a result of the pressure gradient.

After that, the vapor condenses into liquid in condenser region and

flows back through wick structure to its warm side again by capillary

phenomenon. In addition, since the heat pipe is hollow, it is also much

lighter than the copper plate. Hence, in the past years, the heat pipe

cooling technique has been applied to smartphones, such as Sony

Xperia Z5, Microsoft Lumia 950XL, Samsung Galaxy S8, and LG

G7, for achieving better cooling efficiency to reduce the operating

temperatures of APs. However, it still lacks optimization tools for

routing the heat pipe.

During the design stage, the thermal analysis of smartphone needs

to be performed many times. Though the commercial computational

fluid dynamics tools, such as ANSYS Fluent, can provide accurate

thermal maps, their runtime is huge and may lead to inefficiency.

Up to now, most of the existing works focused on the chip level

thermal analysis, and only few researches dealt with the system

level thermal analysis [2]–[5]. These methods extract the thermal

characteristics (temperature response) by curve fitting, such as the

least squares fitting and regression analysis. Therefore, the accuracy

of these methods is highly dependent on the temporal and spatial

locality of input patterns.

Recently, based on the finite difference method (FDM), a steady

state thermal simulator for smartphones was proposed to predict the

temperatures of APs and skin [6]. To simplify the thermal model,

the effective HTCs from the smartphone surfaces to the ambient are

applied for the boundary condition. However, there is no compact

thermal model for the heat pipe structure.

In this work, we not only establish a compact thermal model

for bended heat pipes to construct an efficient thermal simulator

for smartphones, but also integrate the proposed thermal simulator

and a developed thermal-driven maze routing algorithm to build a

heat pipe design flow for achieving the thermal solution. The main

contributions of this work are

• We construct and build a compact thermal model for the bended

heat pipe, and integrate the built model and the non-uniform

meshing technique to develop an efficient thermal simulator

for the smartphones with heat pipe design. The efficiency and

accuracy of the developed thermal simulator are validated by the

commercial tool, ANSYS Fluent.

• To dissipate much more energy, we develop an automatic heat

pipe design flow by considering the bending effect of heat

pipe. By using the inconsistent thermal-driven maze routing with

dynamic thermal weight adjustment, the optimal heat pipe design
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a Samsung GS4 phone with multiple heat
sources. [6]

is well-performed in reducing not only the temperatures of

application processors but also the temperatures of skin/screen.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we present the

thermal simulator for smartphones with a compact model of bended

heat pipe in Section II. After that, we detail the automatic heat pipe

routing flow in Section III. Then, the experimental results are given

in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes this work.

II. Thermal Simulation with Bended Heat Pipe

A. System Level Compact Thermal Model

Generally, a smartphone is roughly composed of three layers as

shown in Fig. 1. The top layer consists of the upper cover, LED

cover, and LED screen. The PCB is in the middle layer, and some

part of PCB is removed for placing battery. The chips are attached

on both sides of the PCB, and the type of IC package can be either

flip-chip or wire bonding technology. The bottom layer is the back

cover and supported inner cases.

Given the phone structure with the heat pipe shown in Fig. 1,

our goal is to simulate the thermal dissipation from heat sources

(dies, battery, LED) through many material blocks that have different

equivalent thermal conductances (Section II-B will detail the thermal

model of heat pipe.) to the outside enclosure. The heat transfer govern

equation at any arbitrary position r = (x, y, z) in the smartphone can

be written as

∇ · (κ(r)∇T (r)) = p(r), (1)

subject to the boundary condition,

κ(rb)
∂T (rb)
∂�nb

+ hb(Tb)T (rb) = fb(rb). (2)

Here, T (r), κ(r), and p(r) are the temperature, thermal conductivity,

and power density at r, respectively. b is the boundary surface, rb is

any arbitrary position on b, fb(rb) is an arbitrary function, hb(Tb) is the

equivalent heat transfer coefficient on b, Tb = T (rb) is the temperature

at rb, and �nb is the outward normal to b. The left hand side of (1)

denotes the heat flow passing through a control volume, and the right

hand side of (1) denotes the power generating rate profiles of devices

in the smartphone.

By using the FDM and the duality between thermal and electrical

quantities [7], the continuous form (1) can be converted to the discrete

form

GT = p. (3)

Here, G is the thermal conductance matrix, T is the thermal profile

of smartphone, and p is the power consumption vector. The detail of

FDM can be found in [8].

To enhance the efficiency of the thermal simulation, we also adopt

the non-uniform thermal grid mesh strategy to construct G in (3).

For more concerned components, such as APs, the relative finer

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Thermal model of a heat pipe: (a) Straight structure [1]. (b) Bended
structure.

thermal grids are used to increase the resolution, while the coarser

thermal grids are used for those noncritical components. The thermal

conductance between two adjacent thermal grids i and j can be

calculated as

gi, j = (
li

kiAi, j
+

l j

k jAi, j
)−1, (4)

where li/l j is the perpendicular distance between the center of thermal

grid i/ j and the shared area, Ai, j. ki/k j is the thermal conductivity of

thermal grid i/ j.

B. Bended Heat Pipe Thermal Modeling

The concept of a micro heat pipe was first advanced by Cotter [9].

Peterson and Ma [10] developed a numerical model for micro heat

pipes with axial triangular grooves. They presented a mechanism to

optimize the performance of a micro heat pipe with respect to various

parameters. Effects of the contact angle, radius of the ungrooved

substrate, apex angle and inclination were found to be prominent. The

studies of various parameters give a better understanding of the design

and production of a grooved heat pipe. Since the grooved structure is

the major wick structure used in heat pipes, we adopt it as well. The

thickness and width are 0.1 mm and 1 mm, respectively, which are

similar with the parameters chosen in commercial smartphones. In

this work, the heat pipe is composed of many connected rectangular

parallelepipeds with 90 degree turns between them.

The heat transfer mechanisms of a heat pipe include both conduc-

tion that is through the wall and wick structure and convection that

is through the water vapor. To keep away from the complex thermal

simulation in fluid mechanics, Reay et. al. [1] and [11] introduced

the effective thermal resistive network to model the straight heat

pipe as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). g1 and g9 are the equivalent thermal

conductances outside the heat pipe contacted to the heat source

and heat sink (cooler region), respectively. g2, g3, and g4 are the

equivalent thermal conductances of wall, wick structure, and liquid-

vapor interface in the evaporator region, respectively. g6, g7, and

g8 are the equivalent thermal conductances of wall, wick structure,

and vapor-liquid interface in the condenser region, respectively. g5 is

the equivalent thermal conductance of vapor channel, and g10 is the

equivalent combined thermal conductance of wall and wick structure.

Although the above model can accurately estimate the temperatures

of straight heat pipe, it is not suitable for the bended heat pipe.

Here, we are going to develop a compact thermal resistive network

to model the thermal behavior of a bended heat pipe by utilizing the

heat transfer conduction equation and the properties of bended heat
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pipe. The heat transfer conduction equation of a vapor channel can

be written as

gvapor =
p
ΔT
. (5)

Here, gvapor is the equivalent thermal conductance of vapor channel,

and p is the power of heat source under the heat pipe. ΔT = T1 −
T2, where T1 and T2 are the temperatures at the terminals of vapor

channel close to the heat source and the heat sink, respectively, and

according to [1], generally, ΔT is about 2.5K.

Furthermore, as shown in [1], the heat transfer ability of a well-

design bended heat pipe degrades to be about 80% for each 90 degree

turn because the bending structure leads to the worse convection of

vapor, and we name this number the degradation factor. By using

the degradation factor and (5), we have gvapor of a bended heat pipe

as

gvapor =
p
ΔT

0.8nb, (6)

where nb is the number of bends.

Given the equivalent thermal conductivity of vapor channel κvapor,

gvapor can also be calculated as

gvapor =
κvaporA

L
. (7)

By equalizing (6) and (7), κvapor can be derived as

κvapor =
Lp
ΔT A

0.8nb. (8)

The more bends a heat pipe has, the lower heat transfer ability it

has. We use the similar thermal resistive network as shown in Fig. 2(a)

to build the compact thermal model of a bended heat pipe except that

(8) is utilized to calculate g5. Moreover, we decompose each thermal

resistance into many small parts to obtain higher resolution.

Fig. 2(b) illustrates a simple example for the proposed thermal

model. The red rectangular parallelepiped attached under the heat

pipe is the heat source. The outer and inner brown structures are

wall and wick structure, respectively. The light blue region is filled

with water vapor. The wall, wick structure, and vapor channel are cut

to be many small thermal grids that are different from the thermal

model of straight heat pipe in Fig. 2(a). By using (8) and ΔT = 2.5K,

κvapor of this heat pipe structure with one bend is equal to

κvapor =
(L1 + L2)p

2.5Aex

× 0.81, (9)

where L1 and L2 are the lengths of partial vapor channel, and Aex is

the cross-sectional area of this heat pipe.

C. Thermal Simulation Flow

Fig. 3 shows the overall simulation flow. The input is the geometry

of smartphone including the location and dimension of each compo-

nent, the material of each component, the routing of heat pipe, and

the power consumption of each heat source. After parsing the input

files, the equivalent thermal conductivity of the vapor channel of heat

pipe is calculated by using (8), and the material properties of vapor

in heat pipe structure are updated. Next, We integrate (4) and (8) with

(3) to build the full thermal resistive network of smartphone. Then,

an LU factorization tool, SuperLU [12], [13], is employed to solve

(3) for obtaining the thermal profile T of the smartphone. Finally, the

thermal maps of chips, skin, and screen are reported.

Fig. 3. Thermal simulation flow of smartphones with bended heat pipe.

< ?

123

Fig. 4. The heat pipe design flow.

III. Automatic Heat Pipe Routing

To transfer more heat from the hot region to the cool region through

the heat pipe, the automatic heat pipe design flow is illustrated in

Fig. 4. The heat pipe is put on the top of AP, and the routing region

is the whole plane which is contacted with the AP and parallel to the

skin/screen. The routing region is cut into many routing grids based

on the heat pipe width, and, in this work, the width and length of a

routing grid are set to be 2 mm.

Given the phone structure including geometry, material, and dif-

ferent power profiles, first, the thermal profiles of the smartphone

without using the heat pipe cooling mechanism are calculated by our

thermal simulator developed in Section II. Then, the power profile
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leading to the maximum temperature is chosen for designing the heat

pipe by executing following steps.

To perform the thermal-driven maze routing for the heat pipe

design, we employ our proposed thermal simulator and curve fitting

techniques to construct two different types of thermal weight func-

tions, the static thermal weight function and the dynamic thermal
weight function, for each routing grid in advance, and the detail is

described in Section III-A.

After that, the routing source grid is set as the grid that has

the maximum temperature of smartphone without using the heat

pipe cooling technique. The potential routing sink grids are 20% of

the routing grids having the lowest temperature values. Then, the

inconsistent thermal-driven maze routing algorithm (Section III-B

will present it in detail.) and the thermal analysis of heat pipe routing

result are iteratively conducted until all the potential routing sink

grids have been done. If the power summation along the routing path

of optimized heat pipe is not greater than the power threshold Pmax

of the heat pipe being able to transfer, the design will be reported.

Otherwise, we will modify the routing region by placing blockages

on those routing grids contacted with power sources which their

power densities are the 20% lowest values, and repeatedly perform

the routing steps.

A. Static and Dynamic Thermal Weight Functions

Since the heat pipe can transfer heat from the hot region to the

cool region of a smartphone, we prefer to route the heat pipe through

the routing grids that have higher temperatures. Therefore, we, first,

apply the proposed thermal simulator to obtain the thermal map T of

the smartphone without using the heat pipe cooling technique, and

define the static thermal weight function for each routing grid r j to

be

SThermWr j = Tr j . (10)

Here, Tr j is the rising temperature of r j. Although, through (10),

the proposed routing algorithm can easily route on the higher rising

temperature grids for transferring more energy to the routing sink

grid, however, (10) does not consider the bending effect of heat pipe

while performing the routing algorithm.

To include the bending effect for dynamically assigning a thermal

weight for each routing grid while routing the heat pipe, we pre-build

a set of dynamic thermal weight functions for each routing grid. First,

we randomly generate many heat pipe routes that have the same

number of bends (nb) from the routing source grid to the routing

sink grid. In this work, nb is from 0 to 5, and there are 40 different

routes (considering different heat pipe layout with various thermal

maps) for each nb. After that, we perform the thermal simulation for

the smartphone with each heat pipe route. Then, we use exponential

curves to fit the simulation results as

Tr j , nb = Tr j · e−αnb ·dr j+βnb . (11)

Here, Tr j ,nb is the rising temperature of r j, and dr j is the distance

between r j and the routing source grid. αnb and βnb are fitting

constants.

The root mean square error of (11) is lower than 15% for each

routing grid and each nb. Finally, we define the dynamic thermal

weight function for each routing grid r j with a specific nb to be

DThermWr j , nb = Tr j , nb. (12)

Though the pre-built dynamic thermal weight may lead to a little

error, it is time consuming for full thermal simulation while maze

routing.

Algorithm 1 Inconsistent Thermal-Driven Maze Routing

1: i← 0

2: nbmax ← 0

3: if using the dynamic thermal weight function then
4: Perform DynThermW Procedure

5: else
6: ThermWr j ← SThermWr j , ∀ r j

7: end if
8: HeatAccmax,src ← ThermW src

9: HeatAccmax,total ← ThermW src

10: while wave propagation i+1 (propi+1) is not empty do
11: nbpre ← nbmax

12: for each r j in propi do
13: for r j toward to its neighbor rk in propi+1 do
14: if using the dynamic thermal weight function then
15: HeatAccsrc,r j ,rk ← HeatAccmax,r j + ThermWrk

16: else
17: f lag =

{
1 if it turns from r j to rk

0 else

18:
HeatAccsrc,r j ,rk ← 0.8 f lag × (HeatAccmax,r j

+0.8
nbr j × ThermWrk )

19: end if
20: end for
21: HeatAccmax,r j ,rk ← max

rk∈propi+1

HeatAccsrc,r j ,rk

22: end for
23: for each rk in propi+1 do
24: HeatAccmax,rk ← max

r j∈propi
HeatAccmax,r j ,rk

25: end for
26: rkmax ← arg max

rk∈propi+1

HeatAccmax,rk

27: nbmax ← nbrkmax

28: if using the dynamic thermal weight function then
29: if nbmax � nbpre then
30: Perform DynThermW Procedure

31: for each rk in propi+1 do

32:
HeatAccmax,rk ← sum of thermal wights on the

maximum accumulated heat path from src to rk
33: end for
34: end if
35: end if
36: HeatAccmax,total ← max

rk∈propi+1

HeatAccmax,rk

37: i++
38: end while

B. Inconsistent Thermal-Driven Maze Routing Algorithm

Since the bends can degrade the heat pipe cooling efficiency, the

number of bends should be well considered during the design flow.

Moreover, the thermal weights of routing grids should be dynamically

adjusted during the iterations of routing stage.

We propose two different methods to catch the above effects.

Instead of dynamically adjusting thermal weights of routing grids,

the first method simply uses the static thermal weight function (10)

for each routing grid while performing the heat pipe routing, but

considers the degradation factor and the number of bends when we

calculate the accumulated heat which the heat pipe transfers. The

second method employs the dynamic thermal weight function (12)

to dynamically adjust the thermal weights of routing grids and to

calculate the accumulated heat that the heat pipe transfers during the

routing procedure.

The inconsistent thermal-driven maze routing algorithm is shown
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Fig. 5. An example of inconsistent maze routing with dynamic thermal weight adjustment.

in Algorithm 1. In the beginning, both the wave propagation index i
and the bend number of the heat pipe path having the maximum total

accumulated heat, nbmax, are set to 0. If the dynamic thermal weight

function is chosen, we execute DynThermW Procedure (described

in Section III-B2) to dynamically adjust the thermal weight of each

routing grid; otherwise, the thermal weight of each routing grid is

statically calculated by Line 6 and (10). Both the maximum total

accumulated heat of the current routing path (It is from the source

routing grid (src) to src), HeatAccmax,src, and the maximum total

accumulated heat of current possible routing paths, HeatAccmax,total,

are initially set to be the thermal weight of src, ThermW src.

While the wave propagation i (propi) still can be propagated, we

store nbmax to nbpre in Line 11. After that, if the dynamic thermal

weight function is chosen, we use (13) to iteratively update the total

accumulated heat of each path from src to each routing grid rk

in the coming propagation in Line 15. Otherwise, from Line 17

to Line 18, the total accumulated heat of each path from src to

rk in the coming propagation will be calculated by summing the

maximum total accumulated heat from src to r j and the static thermal

weight of rk with considering the effect of nbr j bends, and if the

path makes a turn from r j to rk, the above result will be multiplied

by the degradation factor 0.8. Then, we obtain the maximum total

accumulated heat from src to each rk∈propi+1, HeatAccmax,rk , find

the maximum value of them, and record the bending number of that

routing path to be nbmax from Line 23 to Line 27.

If the dynamic thermal weight function is used and nbmax is

not equal to nbpre, we will re-execute DyThermW Procedure and

recalculate the maximum total accumulated heat from src to each

rk∈propi+1, HeatAccmax,rk , from Line 28 to Line 35. Finally, we will

record the maximum value of HeatAccmax,rk
′s by Line 36, and repeat

the above procedure until the propagation is finished.

1) Calculation of Inconsistent Accumulated Heat: The inconsis-

tent accumulated heat during each wave propagation can be iteratively

calculated as

HeatAccsrc,r j ,rk = HeatAccmax,r j + ThermWrk , (13)

where HeatAccsrc, r j , rk is the accumulated heat from src through r j to

rk, HeatAccmax, r j is the maximum total accumulated heat from src to

r j, and ThermWrk is the dynamic thermal weight of rk calculated by

DynThermW Procedure.

2) Dynamic Thermal Weight Adjustment: Procedure 1 shows the

DynThermW Procedure that can dynamically assign thermal weights

of routing grids by considering the bending effect of heat pipe. During

each wave propagation, the routing path with the maximum total

accumulated heat will be found and recorded. If its bending number

(nbmax) is different with the value of the previous wave propagation,

DynThermW Procedure will utilize (11) and (12) to adjust the thermal

weights of routing grids in the end of each wave propagation.

Procedure 1 DynThermW: Dynamic Thermal Weight Adjustment

Require: nbmax, bends of the path having the maximum total

accumulated heat.

Tr j , the rising temperature of each r j without heat pipe.

dr j , the distance from r j to the routing source grid src.

1: for each r j in the routing region do
2: ThermWr j ← Tr j · e−αnbmax ·dr j+βnbmax

3: end for

C. A Simple Example for Inconsistent Maze Routing

Fig. 5 illustrates an inconsistent maze routing example with 4 × 4

routing grids, the distance between adjacent grids is 1, rD−a is the

routing source grid src, and rA−d is the routing sink grid. The values

of static thermal weight function SThermWr j are randomly assigned in

Fig. 5(a). Here, nb = 0, 1, and the dynamic thermal weight functions

are set as

DThermWr j ,0 = Tr j · e−0.3dr j−0.3
, (14)

DThermWr j ,1 = Tr j · e−0.35dr j−0.35
. (15)

Once the heat pipe is assigned on rD−a, the thermal weight of each

r j is adjusted by DThermWr j , 0 as shown in Fig. 5(b). For examples,

ThermW src = ThermWrD−a = DThermWrD−a ,0 = 6e−0.3·0−0.3 = 4.44,

and ThermWrC−b = DThermWrC−b ,0 = 2e−0.3
√

2−0.3 = 0.97.

While the first wave propagation is conducted, HeatAccmax, rC−a =

4.44 + 1.65 = 6.09 and HeatAccmax, rD−b = 4.44 + 0.55 = 4.99 are

calculated by the summation of the dynamic thermal weights along

the paths as shown in Fig. 5(i). HeatAccmax,total = max(6.09, 4.99) =

6.09.

Then, we approach to the second wave propagation and update the

related values. Let’s take rC−b as shown in Fig. 5(j), for instance.

HeatAccsrc, rC−a , rC−b = 6.09+0.97 = 7.06, HeatAccsrc, rD−b , rC−b = 4.99+

0.97 = 5.96, and HeatAccmax, rC−b = max(5.96, 7.06) = 7.06. By the

similar way, all related accumulate heats can be calculated. Since the

path having the maximum accumulated heat does not make turns, the

dynamic thermal weights are unchanged.

We keep proceeding the third wave propagation and find that

HeatAccmax,total = HeatAccmax, rB−b = HeatAccmax, rB−a , rB−b = 9.20

as illustrated in Fig. 5(k). However, we also find that nbmax = 1
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TABLE I
Comparison of ANSYS Fluent and the Proposed Thermal Simulator

Test Case Fluent The Proposed Thermal Simulator
Time Time emax (%) eavg (%) Speedup

Name Bends (sec) (sec) Chips SK SC Chips SK SC (×)
MDP-C1 1650.00 1.34 3.22 4.75 6.73 2.03 3.57 5.68 1231.34
MDP-C2 1663.00 1.38 2.20 6.58 6.39 1.17 5.20 5.58 1205.07
MDP-C3 4 1654.00 1.27 1.78 5.16 4.97 1.12 3.59 3.67 1302.36
MDP-C4 1665.00 1.36 1.88 6.99 5.70 1.15 5.39 4.84 1224.26
MDP-C5 1669.00 1.28 2.96 6.58 6.13 1.65 6.01 5.06 1303.91
GS4-C1 1658.00 1.27 2.52 4.88 6.10 1.70 4.02 5.22 1305.51
GS4-C2 1670.00 1.30 2.41 4.01 6.74 1.64 3.08 5.83 1284.62
GS4-C3 4 1660.00 1.27 3.58 4.77 6.08 2.13 3.67 5.04 1307.09
GS4-C4 1659.00 1.41 2.12 6.05 6.38 1.12 5.11 5.35 1176.60
GS4-C5 1663.00 1.43 2.75 6.82 6.80 1.67 5.77 5.85 1162.94

N5-C1 1667.00 1.30 2.24 4.97 6.53 1.83 4.27 5.49 1282.31
N5-C2 1670.00 1.40 2.04 4.31 7.10 1.73 3.41 6.30 1192.86
N5-C3 3 1670.00 1.28 3.35 4.43 6.72 2.98 4.15 5.62 1304.69
N5-C4 1657.00 1.42 1.92 6.70 5.94 1.60 5.62 5.97 1166.90
N5-C5 1651.00 1.45 2.55 6.81 6.36 1.68 6.39 5.96 1138.62

Fig. 6. Thermal maps of GS4-C1 and N5-C1. (a) GS4-C1 by ANSYS Fluent.
(b) GS4-C1 by the proposed simulator. (c) N5-C1 by ANSYS Fluent. (d) N5-
C1 by proposed simulator.

which is different with the second wave propagation. Hence, we

need to reassign the values of dynamic thermal weights by using

DThermWr j , 1, and the results are shown in Fig. 5(f). Then, as shown

in Fig. 5(l), HeatAccmax,total is recalculated to be 8.38 by using

Fig. 5(f).

We repeatedly perform the above procedure until the wave propa-

gation is finished.

IV. Experimental Results

The proposed thermal simulator and the thermal-driven heat pipe

design flow are implemented in C++ language and executed on

a PC with an Intel Processor i7-3770 3.40-GHz CPU and 32GB

memory. Three smartphones, Samsung Galaxy S4 (GS4: 136.3 ×
69.8× 7.9 mm3), the Mobile Development Platform from Qualcomm

Inc. (MDP: 134.2 × 61.5 × 17.1 mm3), and Google Nexus 5 (N5:

139.9× 71.2× 8.6 mm3), obtained from [6], [14] are used to validate

and demonstrate our work. Each phone has five steady-state power

profiles, C1-C5, with multiple heat sources, and these power profiles

are collected by the measurement data [6], [14]. The solid structure

of heat pipe is composed of the copper wall and grooved wicked

structure. The vapor channel and wick structure of heat pipe are filled

with the water vapor and liquid water.

A. Thermal Model and Simulator Validation

To validate the proposed compact thermal model of bended heat

pipe and the developed thermal simulator, we compare our results

with ANSYS Fluent. The heat transfer coefficients on the boundaries

of smartphones for both ANSYS Fluent and the proposed thermal

simulator are set to be 11.5 W/°C·m2 provided by [6]. The number

of thermal grids in ANSYS Fluent and the proposed thermal simulator

are 1, 885, 324 and 59, 928 on MDP and 1, 876, 994 and 62, 584 on

MDP and 1, 929, 946 and 57, 542 on N5, respectively. For validating

the bended heat pipe model, the routing path of bended heat pipe for

each smartphone is obtained by the developed heat pipe design flow.

The results are shown in Table I. Here, Fluent represents ANSYS

Fluent, SK means skin (back cover surface), and SC means screen

(glass or LED). emax is the maximum error, and eavg is the average

error. The error of the proposed thermal simulator is calculated as

e =
|TThermSim − TFluent |

TFluent − T∞
× 100%. (16)

Here, TThermSim is the temperature calculated by the proposed thermal

simulator, TFluent is the temperature obtained by ANSYS Fluent, and

T∞ is set to 25°C.

The maximum error of chips is only 3.58%, and the maximum error

of skin/screen is less than 7.10% for different number of bends. It is

time consuming for ANSYS Fluent to handle the fluid dynamic of the

water flow in heat pipe. To save the simulation time, the proposed

thermal simulator not only provides a compact thermal model for

bended heat pipes, but also adopts the non-uniform thermal grid mesh

strategy (taking dense grids on chips and coarse grids on other com-

ponents) to considerably reduce the mesh size. Thus, the proposed

thermal simulator can achieve three orders of magnitude speedup over

ANSYS Fluent. It does validate the robustness and accuracy of our

compact thermal resistive network model for the bended heat pipe.

With the proposed thermal simulation, the automatic heat pipe design

can be more efficient.

Fig. 6 shows the thermal maps of GS4-C1 and N5-C1 obtained by

ANSYS Fluent and the proposed thermal simulator. It shows the great

consistency (less than 0.5°C) on the regions of high temperatures

between them. The regions of low temperatures in Fig. 6(b) and (d)

are about 1 to 2°C lower than ANSYS Fluent. The error may be

caused by the non-uniform grid mesh. Since we focus on the hot

regions during the heat pipe design flow, the slightly higher error in

the low temperature region will not influence the design.

B. Thermal-Driven Heat Pipe Design

One intuitive solution for the heat pipe design is integrated with

a thermal pad between chips and the heat pipe with the shortest

path routing. Therefore, to compare with our optimal design, we also

implement the shortest path maze routing (SP-MR) to design the

heat pipe. Here, the SP-MR design is considered with finding the

minimum distance from the routing source grid to the routing sink

grid that has the lowest temperature. Table II shows the results of heat

pipe designs. For reliability, all the temperature results in Table II are

obtained by ANSYS Fluent, and the proposed thermal simulator is

used during the heat pipe routing stage. Here, NHP means that the

smartphone does not utilize the heat pipe, and I-MR represents the

inconsistent thermal-driven maze routing design for the heat pipe.

I-MR with dynamic thermal weights (I-MR-D) is developed by the

method stated in Section III with the procedure that the dynamic

thermal weight function is used in Algorithm 1. I-MR with static

thermal weights (I-MR-S) can be conducted with the method in

Section III with the procedure that the static thermal weight function
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TABLE II
Heat pipe design results.

Heat Pipe Design Temperature Improvement over NHP
NHP I-MR I-MR

SP-MR I-MR-S I-MR-D SP-MR I-MR-S I-MR-D
Test Max Temperature (°C) Max Temperature (°C) Max Temperature Reduction (°C)
Case AP SK SC AP SK SC AP SK SC AP SK SC AP SK SC AP SK SC AP SK SC

MDP-C1 58.40 38.66 37.95 52.55 36.53 32.40 49.69 35.43 31.73 48.56 34.84 31.51 5.84 2.13 5.55 8.70 3.23 6.22 9.84 3.82 6.44
MDP-C2 58.01 38.69 37.21 54.62 36.22 35.40 52.26 35.06 34.44 50.40 34.01 33.84 3.39 2.47 1.81 5.76 3.63 2.78 7.61 4.68 3.38
MDP-C3 44.73 33.98 36.65 40.51 33.57 34.59 38.75 32.29 32.68 37.56 31.36 31.28 4.21 0.41 2.06 5.98 1.69 3.97 7.17 2.62 5.37
MDP-C4 42.24 32.15 31.89 38.31 31.49 31.12 35.83 30.03 29.09 34.99 29.43 28.66 3.92 0.67 0.77 6.41 2.13 2.81 7.24 2.73 3.24
MDP-C5 38.95 30.50 30.46 37.62 29.50 30.01 34.89 28.02 28.73 33.14 27.80 28.24 1.33 1.00 0.45 4.06 2.48 1.73 5.82 2.70 2.22
GS4-C1 73.44 42.96 42.90 71.71 39.69 39.32 69.26 38.33 37.86 68.18 37.90 37.07 1.72 3.27 3.57 4.17 4.63 5.04 5.26 5.06 5.82
GS4-C2 71.25 42.91 42.19 67.78 39.22 39.11 64.89 38.08 37.05 63.00 38.04 36.05 3.47 3.69 3.07 6.36 4.83 5.14 8.25 4.87 6.14
GS4-C3 67.35 39.19 39.72 65.28 36.00 35.12 61.86 34.26 33.13 60.68 33.93 32.81 2.08 3.19 4.60 5.50 4.93 6.59 6.68 5.26 6.91
GS4-C4 65.50 39.04 37.96 62.86 36.36 34.90 60.58 33.83 33.48 59.72 33.27 32.98 2.64 2.68 3.06 4.92 5.20 4.48 5.78 5.77 4.98
GS4-C5 66.74 40.16 38.55 63.55 35.72 34.88 60.60 34.61 33.13 59.05 33.48 32.76 3.19 4.44 3.67 6.14 5.55 5.43 7.69 6.68 5.79

N5-C1 75.96 45.60 46.09 74.72 43.05 42.07 72.62 41.55 40.28 70.42 41.35 40.44 1.24 2.56 4.02 3.34 4.06 5.81 5.54 4.25 5.65
N5-C2 73.57 45.77 44.59 70.13 41.79 41.33 67.96 41.50 40.01 65.70 40.66 39.37 3.44 3.98 3.26 5.61 4.26 4.58 7.87 5.10 5.22
N5-C3 70.28 42.57 42.34 67.91 38.16 37.62 64.11 37.17 36.30 63.07 36.09 35.90 2.37 4.41 4.72 6.16 5.39 6.03 7.20 6.48 6.44
N5-C4 68.25 41.53 41.52 66.27 38.36 37.54 63.00 36.43 35.67 62.03 36.28 35.76 1.98 3.17 3.98 5.24 5.11 5.85 6.22 5.26 5.76
N5-C5 69.73 43.28 40.63 66.49 39.32 38.35 63.42 37.27 35.65 62.14 36.45 35.04 3.23 3.97 2.28 6.30 6.01 4.98 7.59 6.83 5.59

Avg. 2.94 2.80 3.12 5.64 4.21 4.76 7.02 4.81 5.26

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7. (a)–(c) Comparison of maximum temperatures between NHP, SP-MR, I-MR-S, and I-MR-D on AP, skin, and screen, respectively.

is used in Algorithm 1. Though, compared with NHP, SP-MR can

reduce the operating temperature of AP by 2.94°C in average, I-MR-S

and I-MR-D can even perform much better reduction. Their reduced

temperatures can be up to 5.64°C and 7.02°C in average on AP,

respectively. Moreover, compared to I-MR-S, I-MR-D can achieve

more temperature reduction for AP, skin, and screen. It shows that

the dynamic thermal weight is a better metric for thermal-driven heat

pipe routing. Since the skin temperatures of I-MR-D are all under

41.35°C, it can bring better user experience while using smartphones.

Meanwhile, the AP temperatures of I-MR-D are all under 70.92°C,

it could bring more power budget on chips as well.

The bar maps of thermal results are plotted in Fig. 7. Comparing

those bar maps, we can clearly see that I-MR-D can get the greatest

improvement in temperature reduction over NHP for all test cases.

Fig. 8(a)-(e) and Fig. 8(f)-(j) illustrate the thermal maps of GS4-

C1 and N5-C1, respectively. The thermal maps without heat pipes are

presented in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(f), and they show that the operating

temperature of AP is much higher (over 73.44°C) without using the

heat pipe cooling techniques. The heat pipe designs in Fig. 8(b)

and Fig. 8(g) present the designs by using SP-MR, and the heat

pipe designs in Fig. 8(c) and Fig. 8(h) are obtained by using I-MR-

S. Comparing Fig. 8(a)-(c), it shows that the thermal profile of a

smartphone with the heat pipe design by using I-MR-S can achieve

better heat dissipation than SP-MR.

The thermal maps shown in Fig. 8(d) and Fig. 8(i) obtained by

I-MR-D are very similar with the results shown in Fig. 8(e) and

Fig. 8(j) obtained by the exhausted method, respectively. Furthermore,

although the bending numbers of Fig. 8(d) and Fig. 8(i) are larger

than those of Fig. 8(b)-(c) and Fig. 8(g)-(h), respectively, they still

get the best thermal solutions among the heat pipe designs, and I-

MR-D is able to obtain a similar design with the exhausted method.

This fact demonstrates that the dynamic thermal weight adjustment

does effectively evaluate the bending effect of a heat pipe and

thermal weights of routing grids for leading a better routing path

for transferring thermal energy.

The design runtime in I-MR-S and I-MR-D in all three smart-

phones is about few minutes, and the number of thermal simulations

is about two and half hundred (accounting for over 95% runtime)

in design iterations. If the thermal simulation part is performed by

ANSYS Fluent during the heat pipe design flow, it may take few

days to finish the design.

V. Conclusion

A compact thermal simulator for smartphones with the bended heat

pipe has been developed. The experimental results have verified that

the proposed thermal simulator can accurately and efficiently estimate

the temperatures of smartphones. Besides, this work also developed

an inconsistent thermal-driven maze routing flow for routing the

heat pipe to reduce the operating temperature of a smartphone. The

proposed design techniques can effectively reduce at least 10.86% on

the maximum temperatures of application processors.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Fig. 8. (a)-(e) Thermal maps of GS4-C1. (a) No heat pipe, (b) SP-MR, (c)
I-MR-S, (d) I-MR-D, (e) The exhausted method; (f)-(j) Thermal maps of N5-
C1. (f) No heat pipe, (g) SP-MR, (h) I-MR-S, (i) I-MR-D, (i) The exhausted
method.
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